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Author’s response to reviews:

Point-by-point response letter

Technical Comments: Editor Comments: Thank you for the revised manuscript. I believe that it is much more readable and focused. I just have 2 minor revisions to be made.

1) Results, page 10, paragraph 1: This paragraph is describing Table 3, but Table 3 is not stated in the paragraph. Add Table 3 to the paragraph at some point.

Thank you for your advice. Table 3 has been added into the paragraph by highlighting (Results, page 10, paragraph 1, line 2).

2) Results, page 10, paragraph 1, lines 9/10: Revise "chamberreaction" into 2 words "chamber reaction".

Sorry for my mistake. The word "chamberreaction" has been revised as 2 words "chamber reaction" (Results, page 11, paragraph 1, lines 9).